C ortical microinfarcts (CMIs) are a common postmortem finding in the older general population at autopsy. They range in size from 50 μm to ≈5 mm and are associated with cardiovascular risk factors, cognitive decline, and dementia. 1, 2 In vivo detection of CMIs is possible using 7 Tesla (7T) field strength MRI. 3 Moreover, CMIs detected using 7T MRI have been proven retraceable on 3 Tesla (3T) MRI. 3 Because 7T MRI technology is not widely available, in vivo detection of CMIs on 3T MRI would facilitate large-scale, prospective investigation of their clinical relevance. The aim of this study was to examine the prevalence of CMIs detected on high-resolution 3T MRI in a population-based cohort of older people with hypertension and their association with markers and risk factors for cerebrovascular disease.
Methods

Participants
We studied a population-based cohort of 195 nondemented older people (72-80 years) with systolic hypertension (>140 mm Hg), recruited from the Prevention of Dementia by Intensive Vascular care (PreDIVA) trial. 4 Medical history and cardiovascular risk factors were obtained from clinical assessment and general practitioners' medical records. All participants provided written informed consent. ) sequences, performed on 3T with a SENSE-8-channel head coil (Intera; Philips Healthcare, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).
MRI
CMIs were defined as small, hypointense lesions on the T1-weighted sequence, hyperintense or isointense on fluid-attenuated inversion recovery, and not appearing as an artery or vein on the susceptibility weighted imaging. 3 The lesion had to be detectable on sagittal, coronal, and axial views, <5 mm in diameter, and restricted to the cortex (Figure) . One rater (E.E.M.S.) sensitively screened all scans for any lesions possibly qualifying as CMIs. These potential CMIs were subsequently evaluated by 2 additional raters (S.J.v.V. and J.W.v.D.) in a consensus meeting. If consensus could not be reached, lesions were labeled uncertain.
White matter hyperintensities (WMHs) were segmented automatically. 5 Total brain and intracranial volumes were obtained using SPM 8 (Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, University College London, United Kingdom) in Matlab 7.12.0 (MathWorks; Boston, MA). To correct for brain volume, the WMH load was calculated as the ratio of WMH volume/total brain.
We compared participants with and without CMIs on age, sex, history of stroke or transient ischemic attack, history of other cardiovascular diseases (angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, and peripheral arterial disease), diabetes mellitus, body mass index, smoking status, systolic and diastolic blood pressures, and WMH volume. with systolic hypertension. Using a case-control design, participants with and without CMIs were compared on age, sex, cardiovascular risk factors, and white matter hyperintensity volume. Results-We identified 23 CMIs in 12 participants (6%). CMIs were associated with older age, higher diastolic blood pressure, and a history of recent stroke. There was a trend for a higher white matter hyperintensity volume in participants with CMIs. Conclusions-We found an association of CMIs with clinical parameters, including age and cardiovascular risk factors.
Although the prevalence of CMIs is relatively low, our results suggest that the study of CMIs in larger clinical studies is possible using 
Results
One scan was excluded because of insufficient quality, leaving 194 participants for evaluation. Screening identified 92 potential CMIs. In the consensus meeting, 26 lesions in 14 participants (7%) were rated as definite (23) or uncertain (3) CMIs. The 23 definite CMIs in 12 participants (6%) were used for analyses. One participant had 6 CMIs, 3 participants had 3 CMIs, and 8 participants had 1 CMI.
Comparisons between participants with and without CMIs are presented in the 
Discussion
We identified CMIs on 3T MRI in 6% of our population of community-dwelling older people with hypertension. People with CMIs are older, have higher blood pressure, more often had a recent stroke, and have a higher WMH load.
The detected prevalence is relatively low compared with the 30% to 40% reported in vivo in general older populations at 7T MRI, 3, 6 and the 25% reported for cerebral microinfarcts in postmortem studies. 2 This could be explained by previous findings, which suggest that only 25% of CMIs identified on 7T are detectable on 3T MRI. 3 The association between CMIs and recent stroke fits in with previous reports.
1,2 The association of CMIs with older age has been reported inconsistently, 1, 2 and not been established in vivo before. 3, 6 The association between CMIs and diastolic blood pressure is novel. CMIs and high blood pressure have not been associated in vivo before. 6 Postmortem studies have reported associations with a history of high systolic blood pressure.
1,2 Possibly, the absence of an association with systolic blood pressure in our study is related to systolic hypertension being an inclusion criterion. CMIs and higher WMH volume have been associated previously, 1,2 although recent studies, both at autopsy and on 7T MRI, could not consistently reproduce this association. [6] [7] [8] This study has some limitations. The sensitivity of 1 mm 3 3T MRI is limited, and small CMIs may be left undetected. Nevertheless, the subset of individuals in whom CMIs were identified differed on several clinical features from those without CMIs, suggesting that this tip of the iceberg has a clinically meaningful signal. Moreover, developments in 3T MRI Figure. Cortical microinfarct in a 78-year-old woman, defined as a cortical lesion, hypointense on T1, hyperintense on fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), <5 mm, visible on sagittal, coronal, and axial planes, and not appearing as an artery or vein on susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI). Scale bar, 5 mm. To our knowledge, this study is the first to report that CMIs can be detected on 3T MRI in a population-based cohort of older people. Reproduction in larger cohorts could provide more conclusive data about their clinical and radiological correlates. The laborious visual detection of CMIs would benefit from the development of (semi)automatic segmentation techniques. In vivo detection of CMIs using 3T opens the possibility to study CMIs on a substantially larger scale and in clinical settings, allowing for prospective research into the clinical relevance of CMIs in older people, including their role in the development of cognitive impairment.
